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Introduction {#sec001}
============

Fungal pathogens---often overshadowed by bacteria and viruses---now have become a greater global threat than ever before \[[@pone.0129522.ref001]--[@pone.0129522.ref003]\]. Recent reports on the rapidly growing impact of fungal diseases \[[@pone.0129522.ref004]\] underline the need for a better understanding of the mechanisms that govern the immune defense against fungi, in particular the innate response ranging from the initial recognition of fungal invaders to their neutralization.

Coccidioidomycosis (commonly known as Valley fever) refers to the spectrum of disease caused by the fungi *Coccidioides immitis* and *Coccidioides posadasii* \[[@pone.0129522.ref005]\]. Coccidioidal infections primarily affect mammalian species in the Desert Southwest ([Fig 1A](#pone.0129522.g001){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@pone.0129522.ref006]--[@pone.0129522.ref008]\]. The incidence of coccidioidomycosis in humans continues to rise: a recent study estimated that the number of reported cases has increased 10-fold since 1998 \[[@pone.0129522.ref009]\]. Primary coccidioidal pneumonia accounts for 17--29% of all cases of community-acquired pneumonia in endemic regions \[[@pone.0129522.ref010]--[@pone.0129522.ref012]\]. Subsequent immunity to future infection is the norm; however, a minority of patients develop chronic infections, such as meningitis, requiring life-long antifungal therapy \[[@pone.0129522.ref013]\]. The high rate of infectivity mandates laboratory work with this pathogen be conducted in a biosafety-level-(BSL)-3 facility \[[@pone.0129522.ref014]\].

![Overview of *Coccidioides* spp. and human neutrophils.\
A. Endemic areas of *Coccidioides* spp. B. Life cycle of *Coccidioides* spp. Vegetative mycelia exist in the soil and produce arthrospores during periods of low precipitation. Following aerosolization and inhalation of arthrospores, immature spherules develop and transition into large spherules containing hundreds of endospores. The mature spherules eventually rupture and release the endospores, reinitiating the spherule/endospore phase. (Adapted from \[[@pone.0129522.ref012]\] with permission.). C. Composite videomicrographs of typical *C*. *posadasii* endospores (*top*) and spherules (*bottom*). D. Composite brightfield videomicrographs of quiescent human neutrophils as used in the experiments. E. H&E-stained human neutrophils after neutrophil enrichment. All images in C-E are shown at the same magnification (some cell shrinkage occurred during H&E-staining). The common scale bar denotes 10 μm.](pone.0129522.g001){#pone.0129522.g001}

*Coccidioides* spp. are dimorphic fungi with a unique life cycle ([Fig 1B](#pone.0129522.g001){ref-type="fig"}). In the environment *Coccidioides* spp. exist primarily as a mold. During periods of low precipitation, septate hyphae undergo disarticulation, and aerosolized arthroconidia can be inhaled by animal hosts \[[@pone.0129522.ref015]--[@pone.0129522.ref017]\]. About 70--80% of invasive arthroconidia appear to survive the initial encounter with the host\'s immune system \[[@pone.0129522.ref018]--[@pone.0129522.ref025]\] and develop into immature spherules. The spherules (15--60 μm) mature and eventually burst, releasing hundreds of endospores (2--7 μm), which later grow to form new spherules, thus reinitiating the *in vivo* life cycle of this pathogen \[[@pone.0129522.ref026]\].

The unique pathogenesis, unusual resilience, and potential severity of coccidioidal infection highlight the need for dedicated studies of host interactions with *Coccidioides* spp. In fact, differences in the clinical manifestations of coccidioidomycosis, aspergillosis, candidiasis, and cryptococcosis, and dissimilarities between immune-cell interactions with different fungi \[[@pone.0129522.ref027]\], indicate that fungal recognition does not follow a single, universal route. Therefore, sound understanding of the mechanisms of fungal and other infections must be established one pathogen at a time. It requires the systematic dissection of the roles of each type of immune cell at various stages of the host defense, including immune-cell recruitment from a distance, close-up chemotactic distinction between the actual pathogen and cytokine-producing host cells, adhesive capture of pathogen particles, and their neutralization by phagocytosis. Furthermore, mounting evidence of poor correlation between animal models and human immune behavior \[[@pone.0129522.ref028]--[@pone.0129522.ref030]\] calls for increased efforts to study pathogen recognition by human immune cells.

To meet most of these challenges, we present a detailed look at the time courses of one-on-one interactions between human neutrophils and two distinct forms of *Coccidioides posadasii*. No clinical differences between *C*. *immitis* and *C*. *posadasii* have been reported to date; therefore, we expect our results to be representative of neutrophil encounters with both *Coccidioides* species. Neutrophils are the most abundant type of innate immune cell and often constitute the first line of defense against infections; however, relatively little is known about their response to *Coccidioides* spp. The behavior of neutrophils from human donors is particularly poorly understood, mainly because mature neutrophils cannot be genetically manipulated or cultured \[[@pone.0129522.ref031]\]. We here apply a recently developed, single-live-cell/single-target approach \[[@pone.0129522.ref032]--[@pone.0129522.ref034]\] to mimic, visualize, and analyze encounters of individual human neutrophils with *C*. *posadasii* endospores and spherules. Although these single-cell experiments are technically demanding, they enable us to discriminate cell-target from cell-substrate interactions and provide exceptional control over cell-target contacts. Moreover, they allow us to quantify the time-dependent behavior of live human immune cells, and to assess chemotaxis, adhesion, and phagocytosis separately on a per-cell basis. Finally, the analysis of similarities and differences between the responses of non-adherent, initially quiescent neutrophils to *C*. *posadasii* and other fungal and model particles places our results in the context of target-specific fungal recognition by human neutrophils, and enables us to assess to what extent previous results obtained with model targets carry over to neutrophil interactions with clinically important pathogens.

Results {#sec002}
=======

Detailed view of one-on-one interactions between innate immune cells and *C*. *posadasii* {#sec003}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Although a wide range of animal hosts of *Coccidioides* spp. have been identified \[[@pone.0129522.ref035], [@pone.0129522.ref036]\], reported coccidioidal infections are largely limited to mammalian species. Here, we focus on innate interactions between human neutrophils and parasitic forms of *C*. *posadasii* ([Fig 1C--1E](#pone.0129522.g001){ref-type="fig"}). To ensure that all recognition experiments commence from a common baseline, we initially maintain the neutrophils in a passive state. We judge the quiescence of the cells by their spherical shape and lack of adhesion to the substrate, which in this case is the PEG-coated bottom coverslip of our microscope chamber ([Fig 1D](#pone.0129522.g001){ref-type="fig"}). The *C*. *posadasii* particles used in this study are endospores and spherules. As demonstrated in [Fig 1C](#pone.0129522.g001){ref-type="fig"}, these fungal targets have distinct sizes. Neutrophils have been shown to be able to phagocytose multiple particles of the size of the smaller endospores (2--7 μm in diameter), but they can only partially engulf targets larger than \~11 μm \[[@pone.0129522.ref032], [@pone.0129522.ref037]\], which includes typical sizes of *C*. *posadasii* spherules.

[Fig 2](#pone.0129522.g002){ref-type="fig"} illustrates our *in vitro* approach to mimic encounters between a neutrophil ([Fig 2C](#pone.0129522.g002){ref-type="fig"}) and a chosen *C*. *posadasii* particle ([Fig 2B](#pone.0129522.g002){ref-type="fig"}) under well-controlled conditions. It is based on semi-automated dual-micropipette aspiration and manipulation ([Fig 2A](#pone.0129522.g002){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@pone.0129522.ref038]\]. Our experimental strategy integrates two stages that allow us to dissect vital immune-cell functions. The first stage ([Fig 2D](#pone.0129522.g002){ref-type="fig"}) addresses the question whether the cell is able to sense the target from a distance without direct physical contact. In the second stage, we maneuver the target into contact with the cell and then release it from its pipette ([Fig 2E](#pone.0129522.g002){ref-type="fig"}). Whether or not the cell keeps hold of the target provides a simple qualitative measure of the cell\'s aptitude to support cell-target adhesion. Finally, sustained cell-target contact usually initiates phagocytosis of the target within 1--3 minutes. Throughout this process, we record video images for later quantitative analysis of the time course of the single-cell/single-target interaction.

![Overview of single-cell experiments.\
A. Schematic of our dual-micropipette manipulation system. The chamber volume is created by trapping buffer solution between two horizontal microscope coverslips. Facing pipettes access this volume through the chamber\'s two open sides. Vertically movable water reservoirs allow us to control the pipette-aspiration pressure with high resolution. The aspiration pressure of the right pipette is monitored in real time by measuring the height difference between the main reservoir (which is connected to the pipette) and a pre-zeroed reference reservoir. The included example videomicrographs demonstrate how micropipettes are used to pick up individual targets (B) and neutrophils (C) with gentle suction. After lifting these objects above the chamber bottom, they can be maneuvered in 3D to set up experiments that assess target recognition either from a distance (D) or upon direct physical contact (E). All scale bars denote 10 μm.](pone.0129522.g002){#pone.0129522.g002}

*C*. *posadasii* induces complement-mediated chemotaxis of human neutrophils {#sec004}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

The only way for an initially round cell to recognize a target over a distance of several micrometers is via chemical \"messengers\" emanating from the target. Visible changes of the cell morphology that correlate with the position of the target serve as confirmation that the cell has detected such chemicals. If a morphology change takes the form of a cellular protrusion directed toward the target, it is an indicator of chemotactic cell behavior. If non-adherent (e.g., pipette-held) cells exhibit such behavior, we call their response \"pure chemotaxis\", because it is unbiased by intracellular processes that otherwise simultaneously coordinate cell-substrate adhesion \[[@pone.0129522.ref033], [@pone.0129522.ref034], [@pone.0129522.ref039]\]. It is worth noting that our single-cell technique appears to be the only chemotaxis assay currently in existence that is able to distinguish chemotactic sensing from the interfering effects of cell-substrate adhesion.

Our single-cell experiments revealed that quiescent neutrophils readily recognize individual *C*. *posadasii* particles without physical contact ([Fig 3](#pone.0129522.g003){ref-type="fig"}, [S1 Video](#pone.0129522.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In the presence of 10% autologous serum, pipette-held neutrophils detected both endospores as well as spherules of *C*. *posadasii* from a distance of 5--15 μm ([Table 1](#pone.0129522.t001){ref-type="table"}). This recognition distance generally appeared to be larger for spherules than for endospores. Each cell typically responded to the nearby *C*. *posadasii* particle by extending a directional pseudopod toward the particle ([Fig 3](#pone.0129522.g003){ref-type="fig"}). When the particle was moved away, the cell retracted this purely chemotactic pseudopod. Likewise, when the particle was relocated to a different side of the cell, the cell retracted the previous pseudopod within 1--2 minutes while extending a fresh pseudopod toward the new target position (see [S1 Video](#pone.0129522.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for 3 examples of neutrophil-endospore pairs). We did not observe this pure chemotaxis in serum-free buffer or in buffer containing heat-treated serum and, therefore, attribute it to the production of chemoattractant anaphylatoxins by the complement system at the surface of the fungal particles.

![Pure chemotaxis of non-adherent neutrophils toward *C*. *posadasii*.\
Using micropipettes, endospores (A) (see also [S1 Video](#pone.0129522.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and spherules (B) are maneuvered to different positions relative to the cell without touching the cell. In this configuration, chemotaxis takes the form of a directional, protrusive pseudopod extended by the neutrophil toward the target. The relative times of all video images are included. [Table 1](#pone.0129522.t001){ref-type="table"} summarizes the number of experiments in which this behavior was observed. All scale bars denote 10 μm.](pone.0129522.g003){#pone.0129522.g003}

10.1371/journal.pone.0129522.t001

###### Recognition of endospores and spherules of *Coccidioides posadasii* by human neutrophils.

![](pone.0129522.t001){#pone.0129522.t001g}

                     Endospores   Spherules             
  ------------------ ------------ ----------- --------- -------
  **Chemotaxis**     7 (9)        0 (21)      10 (10)   0 (8)
  **Adhesion**       24 (26)      22 (25)     34 (34)   7 (7)
  **Phagocytosis**   23 (26)      18 (22)     34 (34)   7 (7)

The table lists the numbers of single-cell experiments in which clear chemotactic, adhesive, and phagocytic interactions between neutrophils and *Coccidioides* particles were observed. The number in parentheses is the total number of experiments testing for the respective type of interaction.

Interestingly, the cells were not only able to locate the direction from which the chemoattractant emanated, but also tended to form pseudopods whose shapes correlated, to some extent, with the size of the *C*. *posadasii* particles. We assessed the morphological difference between pseudopods protruding toward (small) endospores ([Fig 3A](#pone.0129522.g003){ref-type="fig"}) and (large) spherules ([Fig 3B](#pone.0129522.g003){ref-type="fig"}) by measuring the size of the pseudopodial base as a fraction of the original cell-surface area. This difference was most distinctive during the initial cell deformation, i.e., after a target particle was first brought into the vicinity of the cell. During the chemotactic response to endospores, the pseudopodial base extended over \~18±11(SD)% of the original neutrophil surface (*N* = 7 pseudopods). In contrast, *C*. *posadasii* spherules tended to induce the formation of chemotactic pseudopods with broader bases, perturbing \~38±13(SD)% of the original cell surface (*N* = 12 pseudopods). The difference was statistically significant (with a *p*-value \<0.003). This observation might hold important clues about currently poorly understood cellular mechanisms governing the directional cell response to chemotactic stimuli \[[@pone.0129522.ref040]\].

Human neutrophils readily adhere to and phagocytose *C*. *posadasii* endospores and spherules {#sec005}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Once a cell was pre-activated by chemotactic stimulation, subsequent physical contact with a *C*. *posadasii* particle usually resulted in cell-target adhesion, followed by the swift phagocytic uptake of the particle ([Table 1](#pone.0129522.t001){ref-type="table"}). However, this type of response entailed elements of both continued chemotaxis as well as phagocytosis \[[@pone.0129522.ref033]\]. To assess instead pure phagocytosis of *C*. *posadasii* by initially passive neutrophils, we also performed a set of experiments in buffer containing heat-treated autologous serum \[[@pone.0129522.ref034]\]. Heat-treated serum acts to passivate the glass surfaces of the coverslip and the pipette, helping to prevent premature activation of the cells \[[@pone.0129522.ref041]\]. Under these conditions, neutrophil chemotaxis was completely suppressed (as tested with *N* = 21 endospores and *N* = 8 spherules; [Table 1](#pone.0129522.t001){ref-type="table"}). The same conditions also had been used in experiments with other targets such as zymosan particles \[[@pone.0129522.ref034]\] and, therefore, allowed us to directly compare the neutrophil behavior in encounters with *C*. *posadasii* and those targets.

Examples of typical phagocytosis experiments with *C*. *posadasii* endospores and spherules in buffer containing 10% heat-treated serum are shown in Figs [4](#pone.0129522.g004){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#pone.0129522.g005){ref-type="fig"}, respectively (see also [S2](#pone.0129522.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}--[S4 Video](#pone.0129522.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We found that human neutrophils generally responded strongly to direct physical contact with either of these two target types even when the supplemented serum had been heat-treated ([Table 1](#pone.0129522.t001){ref-type="table"}). In contrast, in control experiments in the absence of serum (data not shown), we observed some adhesion between neutrophils and *C*. *posadasii* particles, but never chemotaxis nor phagocytosis. Together, the neutrophil behavior under these two conditions indicated that some components of heat-treated serum still opsonized the fungal surfaces, in agreement with previous results obtained with zymosan \[[@pone.0129522.ref034]\].

![Phagocytosis of *C*. *posadasii* endospores by initially passive human neutrophils.\
(See also [S2 Video](#pone.0129522.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.) Four example experiments are presented as vertical filmstrips. The experiment buffer contained 10% heat-treated autologous serum, which prevented chemotaxis (such as shown in [Fig 3](#pone.0129522.g003){ref-type="fig"}) but not the engulfment of the endospore after direct contact with the neutrophil surface. The relative times of all video images are included. [Table 1](#pone.0129522.t001){ref-type="table"} summarizes the number of experiments in which this behavior was observed. All scale bars denote 10 μm.](pone.0129522.g004){#pone.0129522.g004}

![Phagocytosis of *C*. *posadasii* spherules by initially passive human neutrophils.\
(See also [S3 Video](#pone.0129522.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S4](#pone.0129522.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"} Video.) Four example experiments are presented as vertical filmstrips. (The spherule in the first panel is immature \[[@pone.0129522.ref071]\].) The experimental conditions were the same as in [Fig 4](#pone.0129522.g004){ref-type="fig"}. The relative times of all video images are included. [Table 1](#pone.0129522.t001){ref-type="table"} summarizes the number of experiments in which this behavior was observed. All scale bars denote 10 μm.](pone.0129522.g005){#pone.0129522.g005}

The neutrophils readily engulfed individual endospores. In this case, phagocytosis commenced with a protrusive cell deformation local to the attached endospore, leading to the formation of a pseudopodial \"pedestal\" that at first pushed the target outwards (i.e., away from the main cell body, as seen in images 3--5 of all four filmstrip examples of [Fig 4](#pone.0129522.g004){ref-type="fig"}). Within 2--3 minutes, the growing chemotactic-like pseudopod appeared to overflow and completely surround the endospore. Eventually, the cell resumed a more or less spherical shape, and in the process of rounding up, it \"pulled\" the endospore inwards (see [S2 Video](#pone.0129522.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for 3 examples).

As expected, single neutrophils could not completely surround the large spherules of *C*. *posadasii*, exhibiting frustrated phagocytosis instead ([Fig 5](#pone.0129522.g005){ref-type="fig"}). Nevertheless, in contrast to an earlier report \[[@pone.0129522.ref022]\], the neutrophil response to spherules was vigorous ([Table 1](#pone.0129522.t001){ref-type="table"}) and appeared to be independent of the maturation state of the spherules (shown in [S3 Video](#pone.0129522.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for an immature spherule and in [S4 Video](#pone.0129522.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for a mature spherule). We note that because of the greater weight of the spherules, we had to increase the duration of the initial contact between each pair of cell and spherule before releasing the latter from its holding pipette. The resulting firmer cell-target attachment helped to prevent the spherule from quickly sinking out of focus; however, the longer enforced contact tended to obscure the early cell response somewhat. Nonetheless, we again observed that phagocytosis by most neutrophils commenced with the formation of a characteristic protrusive pedestal, similar to the cell behavior at the onset of the engulfment of endospores.

As long as part of the spherule surface remained uncovered by adherent neutrophils, contact with additional cells (either by chance, as in [Fig 6A](#pone.0129522.g006){ref-type="fig"}, or as a result of micropipette manipulation, as in [Fig 6B](#pone.0129522.g006){ref-type="fig"}) led to strong adhesion as well, and resulted in frustrated phagocytosis of individual spherules by multiple neutrophils (shown in [S5 Video](#pone.0129522.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for an immature spherule and in [S6 Video](#pone.0129522.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for a mature spherule).

![Frustrated phagocytosis of *C*. *posadasii* spherules by multiple neutrophils.\
A. Shortly after manipulating an immature spherule and a first neutrophil (\#1) into contact, a second neutrophil (\#2) touches and adheres to the spherule by chance. Both cells proceed to spread over the surface of the spherule. (See also [S5 Video](#pone.0129522.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.) B. Using micropipettes, three neutrophils are sequentially brought into contact with the same spherule and proceed to attack it. (See also [S6 Video](#pone.0129522.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.) The relative times of all video images are included. C,D. Bulk assay to verify the recognition of live *C*. *posadasii* spherules by human neutrophils. The spherules were incubated with neutrophils for 5 min. (C) or for 20 min. (D) in suspension with gentle mixing on a rotator, then fixed and H&E-stained. Arrows point to particularly spread-out leukocytes. (Some cell shrinkage occurred during H&E-staining.) All scale bars denote 10 μm.](pone.0129522.g006){#pone.0129522.g006}

To verify that the strong neutrophil response to contact with *C*. *posadasii* particles was not a consequence of our thimerosal treatment to inactivate the fungus, we also performed recognition assays with untreated live *C*. *posadasii* particles. Unfortunately, we are unable to set up our dual-micropipette system in a BSL-3 laboratory and, therefore, cannot carry out single-cell experiments with live *C*. *posadasii* particles. We instead assessed neutrophil interactions with untreated live *C*. *posadasii* in bulk, by incubating cells and *C*. *posadasii* particles (in the presence of autologous serum) in suspension on a rotator for various amounts of time. Remarkably, even when the cell-target incubation time was as short as 5 minutes, there was ample evidence of a vigorous adhesive and phagocytic response of neutrophils to live spherules ([Fig 6C](#pone.0129522.g006){ref-type="fig"}) and endospores (not shown). After 20-minute incubation ([Fig 6D](#pone.0129522.g006){ref-type="fig"}), many neutrophils were spread so thinly over spherules that their reliable identification required staining (here: using H&E stain to visualize the spread-out neutrophils).

Quantitative analysis of the phagocytic uptake of *C*. *posadasii* endospores and spherules {#sec006}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Our single-cell/single-target approach allowed us to quantify the time course of phagocytosis by inspecting the positional trajectory of the target as it is taken up by the cell, the cell-surface area, the cortical tension (i.e., the mechanical resistance of the cell to expansion of its apparent surface area \[[@pone.0129522.ref032]\]), and the total engulfment time. [Fig 7](#pone.0129522.g007){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the analysis of the time-dependent trajectory of a *C*. *posadasii* endospore during phagocytosis. In addition to exposing detailed neutrophil behavior throughout target engulfment, this analysis furnished the values of parameters such as the maximum push-out distance and the pull-in speed of the target as defined in [Fig 7](#pone.0129522.g007){ref-type="fig"}. Furthermore, we defined the engulfment time as the period from the first unambiguous sign of visible cell deformation local to the attached target to the closure of the phagocytic cup. Statistical analyses of these three parameters are included in a later section.

![Analysis of the positional trajectory of a target particle (here: a *C*. *posadasii* endospore) during phagocytosis by a pipette-held neutrophil.\
The annotated videomicrographs at the top demonstrate our measurement of the distance between the center of the target particle and the opposite side of the main cell body (*red straight line*). This distance (relative to its initial value) is plotted as a function of time in the bottom graph (*red curve*). Numbered circles correspond to the time points at which the respective example images were taken. This type of graph allowed us to determine the maximum push-out distance as well as the pull-in speed of the target as shown. The engulfment time (defined in the text) was found by inspection of the recorded video images.](pone.0129522.g007){#pone.0129522.g007}

[Fig 8A](#pone.0129522.g008){ref-type="fig"} presents typical target trajectories of *C*. *posadasii* endospores and spherules side by side, along with the respective timelines of the cell-surface area ([Fig 8B](#pone.0129522.g008){ref-type="fig"}) and the cortical tension ([Fig 8C](#pone.0129522.g008){ref-type="fig"}). Three examples were selected each from *N* = 18 and *N* = 7 single-cell experiments with endospores and spherules, respectively. They illustrate the typical neutrophil behavior and typical variability of the measured timelines during cell-target interactions in the presence of heat-treated serum. Three distinct phases of the phagocytosis of *C*. *posadasii* particles are identified at the bottom of the figure. The first two---a target push-out phase, followed by a fairly rapid target pull-in phase---were common to both endospores and spherules. The third phase was target-size dependent. In the case of (now fully engulfed) endospores, this was a cell-rounding phase. The neutrophil resumed a more or less spherical shape characteristic for a passive cell. In the case of the frustrated phagocytosis of spherules, the last phase was a cell-flattening phase during which the neutrophil spread over as much target surface as possible.

![Quantitative analysis of the time course of phagocytosis of *C*. *posadasii* endospores (*left*) and spherules (*right*) by human neutrophils.\
Representative timelines of the target position (aligned for best overlap of the trajectories during the pull-in phase) (A), the cell-surface area (B), and the cortical tension (C) are shown for three particles of each type. For each target type, a given color indicates the same cell-target pair throughout parts A, B, and C. The three phases identified at the bottom of the figure were determined by inspection of the time-dependent neutrophil morphologies in the recorded image sequences. Positive values of the target position shown in part A reflect a push-out of the particle. A monotonous decrease of the position values characterizes the pull-in phase. The end of the pull-in phase marks the start of the final phase. The inset in the right panels depicts the cell behavior over an extended period of time (\~33 minutes). Common axis titles are shown only once at the left and bottom of the figure.](pone.0129522.g008){#pone.0129522.g008}

The data of [Fig 8A](#pone.0129522.g008){ref-type="fig"} confirmed that contact between a neutrophil and either type of *C*. *posadasii* particle first triggered the formation of a chemotactic-like cell protrusion that displaced the particle outwards by a small distance. About 1--2 minutes later, the direction of target motion reversed, signifying that the cell started to "pull in" the *C*. *posadasii* particle. The rates of displacement of both endospores and spherules were similar during this phase (as indicated by the gray solid lines, which have the same slope). Intriguingly, the start of this pull-in phase often coincided with the onset of the increase of the cortical tension ([Fig 8C](#pone.0129522.g008){ref-type="fig"}). This concurrence suggests that the primary mechanism of the inward motion of target particles is based on the cortical tension (rather than molecular motors that might directly pull or push the particles toward the cell center) \[[@pone.0129522.ref042], [@pone.0129522.ref043]\].

In most experiments, the apparent cell-surface area ([Fig 8B](#pone.0129522.g008){ref-type="fig"}) started to increase earlier than the cortical tension ([Fig 8C](#pone.0129522.g008){ref-type="fig"}), confirming that the plasma membrane of passive neutrophils has a certain amount of "slack" \[[@pone.0129522.ref032]\]. In other words, neutrophils can accommodate small deformations (involving surface-area increases of up to \~30% \[[@pone.0129522.ref032]\]) without having to cope with a significantly elevated mechanical resistance that otherwise accompanies (larger) increases of their surface area.

Concluding the mechanical processes during the phagocytosis of endospores, the cell-rounding phase was characterized by the relaxation of the surface area to a new minimum. The total final area consisted of two parts: the area of the membrane surrounding the internalized particle (e.g., the surface of the phagosome), and the area of the outer cell envelope that now enclosed the combined volume of cytoplasm and particle. As expected, this final area correlated with the size of the engulfed endospores; it typically was \~40% higher than the initial surface area of the resting neutrophil. In contrast, there was no consistent reduction in surface area in the cell-flattening phase during frustrated phagocytosis of *C*. *posadasii* spherules. Instead, the surface area of neutrophils appeared to gradually approach a plateau at \~300% of the area of resting cells. This value agrees with previous estimates of the maximum apparent surface area that neutrophils can generate during phagocytosis \[[@pone.0129522.ref037], [@pone.0129522.ref041]\]. Finally, the maximum cortical tension measured during frustrated phagocytosis of spherules was significantly higher than during the uptake of endospores ([Fig 8C](#pone.0129522.g008){ref-type="fig"}), in agreement with a previous assessment of the surface-area/tension relationship of human neutrophils during phagocytosis of particles of different sizes \[[@pone.0129522.ref037]\].

Comparison with other fungi marks the close-range response to *C*. *posadasii* as one of the strongest antifungal responses by human neutrophils {#sec007}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The response of innate immune cells to microbes can vary dramatically depending on the type and state of host cells as well as the mixture of native constituents and opsonins displayed on the pathogen surface \[[@pone.0129522.ref027], [@pone.0129522.ref041], [@pone.0129522.ref043]\]. Unfortunately, despite a large body of existing work on immune-cell interactions with various fungi, the lack of standardized experimental approaches prohibits direct quantitative comparisons of literature reports. For example, neutrophils in bulk assays are often stimulated in various ways, e.g., through cell-substrate adhesion (which can increase the production of reactive oxygen intermediates as much as 100fold under otherwise identical conditions \[[@pone.0129522.ref044]\]), by addition of priming agents, or simply because a fraction of the short-lived cells undergo apoptosis. As a result, such studies tend to mimic an inflammatory-like setting rather than address the question if, and how well, initially quiescent neutrophils recognize a particular type of microbe.

In ongoing work we are using our highly discriminatory single-cell approach to compare immune-cell responses to various types of microbe. Here, we provide a summary of our findings on the human neutrophil responses to seven different targets, all assessed under identical conditions. In addition to *C*. *posadasii* particles, the targets are *Candida albicans*, *Cryptococcus neoformans*, *Aspergillus fumigatus*, *Rhizopus oryzae*, zymosan particles, and antibody-coated microspheres. Zymosan is a particulate, insoluble fraction from yeast cell walls that consists mostly of the polysaccharides glucan and mannan (\~75% of the dry mass) \[[@pone.0129522.ref045]--[@pone.0129522.ref047]\] and is often used in *in vitro* studies of chemotaxis and phagocytosis. The antibody-coated polystyrene beads used here were prepared in such a way that their surfaces primarily exposed Fc domains of immunoglobulin G (IgG; cf. Materials and Methods). Except for *C*. *posadasii* spherules, most targets had roughly the same size (3--5 μm in diameter), although *C*. *albicans* and *C*. *neoformans* cells tended to be slightly larger (5--6 μm), and *A*. *fumigatus* conidia slightly smaller (2.5--3.5 μm), than the overall average size. The primary purpose of this comparison was to evaluate how the response to *C*. *posadasii* compares to neutrophil interactions with other common pathogenic fungi, and thus to place the results of the previous sections into a broader context. While details of our work with the other fungal targets are beyond the scope of this paper, we note that a direct comparison of immune-cell interactions with these seven targets is presented here for the first time.

[Fig 9](#pone.0129522.g009){ref-type="fig"} summarizes the aptitude of passive human neutrophils to recognize the chosen fungal and model targets, assessing separately chemotaxis, adhesion, and phagocytosis. Testing for pure chemotaxis of neutrophils, we found that *C*. *albicans* and zymosan particles elicited the same positive response as *C*. *posadasii* particles ([Fig 9](#pone.0129522.g009){ref-type="fig"}, cf. also [Fig 3](#pone.0129522.g003){ref-type="fig"}). All of these fungal surfaces triggered the formation of directional pseudopods by nearby neutrophils in buffer containing 10% normal, autologous serum. This chemotactic response was suppressed in the absence of serum, or when we used serum that had been heat-treated (at 52°C or higher). In contrast, we did not observe complement-mediated neutrophil chemotaxis toward *C*. *neoformans*, *A*. *fumigatus*, and *R*. *oryzae*, or toward antibody-coated beads ([Fig 9](#pone.0129522.g009){ref-type="fig"}).

![Side-by-side comparison of the aptitude of passive human neutrophils to recognize various fungal and model targets.\
Example videomicrographs show typical outcomes of single-cell experiments assessing chemotaxis (in buffer containing 10% autologous serum) as well as adhesion and phagocytosis (where in the experiments with *C*. *posadasii*, *C*. *albicans*, and zymosan, the buffer contained 10% of either normal or 52°-C-treated autologous serum). The number of positive responses and the total number of inspected cell-target contacts (in parentheses) are included. In the case of *C*. *posadasii*, the numbers comprise the cell responses to both endospores as well as spherules. The outcomes of experiments with zymosan and IgG-coated beads agree with, and include, results that were reported previously \[[@pone.0129522.ref034], [@pone.0129522.ref037], [@pone.0129522.ref043]\]. Unambiguous positive (\>80% positive response) and negative (never observed) responses are marked by checkmarks and crosses, respectively. All scale bars denote 10 μm.](pone.0129522.g009){#pone.0129522.g009}

Inspecting the adhesive response of neutrophils to direct contact with the chosen targets under conditions that suppressed chemotaxis (i.e., in the presence of heat-treated serum), we found that the cells adhered strongly to *C*. *posadasii*, *C*. *albicans*, zymosan, and antibody-coated beads. In contrast, quiescent neutrophils were unable to adhere to the surface of the polysaccharide capsule of *Cryptococcus neoformans* \[[@pone.0129522.ref048], [@pone.0129522.ref049]\], in agreement with previous reports \[[@pone.0129522.ref050], [@pone.0129522.ref051]\], and unlike neutrophils that were activated in various ways \[[@pone.0129522.ref052]\]. Despite enforced firm and prolonged cell-target contact, only 16 out of 29 neutrophil contacts with *A*. *fumigatus*, and 5 out of 20 contacts with *R*. *oryzae*, resulted in sustained adhesion. Compared to the strong adhesive interactions of neutrophils with *C*. *posadasii*, *C*. *albicans*, and zymosan, the level of adhesion to *A*. *fumigatus* was weak to moderate, whereas adhesion to *R*. *oryzae* was very weak ([Fig 9](#pone.0129522.g009){ref-type="fig"}).

Without cell-target adhesion, phagocytosis is impossible, as reflected in [Fig 9](#pone.0129522.g009){ref-type="fig"} for *C*. *neoformans*. Other than that, we found that initially quiescent human neutrophils readily phagocytosed antibody-coated beads independent of the presence of serum. Phagocytosis of *C*. *posadasii*, *C*. *albicans*, and zymosan particles proceeded vigorously provided these fungal particles were opsonized with serum (even in cases where the serum had been heat-treated at 52°C, which are included in [Fig 9](#pone.0129522.g009){ref-type="fig"}). In the absence of serum, this phagocytosis was suppressed. In contrast, only a few contacts of neutrophils with *A*. *fumigatus* conidia (5 out of a total of 29, in which case all 5 neutrophils were from the same donor) resulted in successful phagocytosis. Our observation that initially quiescent neutrophils exhibit moderate adhesion to *A*. *fumigatus* conidia, but fail to phagocytose most of them, appears to be consistent with previous studies \[[@pone.0129522.ref027], [@pone.0129522.ref053], [@pone.0129522.ref054]\]. We did not observe any phagocytosis of *R*. *oryzae* particles independent of their stage of germination ([Fig 9](#pone.0129522.g009){ref-type="fig"}).

In those cases where target particles triggered a strong phagocytic response, we analyzed the time course of phagocytosis as explained in the previous section. The most striking outcome was a clear difference between the neutrophil response to antibody-coated beads on the one hand, and to the fungal particles (*C*. *posadasii* endospores, *C*. *albicans* cells, and zymosan particles) on the other. Whereas the initial stage of the engulfment of *C*. *posadasii*, *C*. *albicans*, and zymosan particles typically involved the formation of a protrusive pedestal (cf. [Fig 4](#pone.0129522.g004){ref-type="fig"}), the cell morphology during phagocytosis of antibody-coated beads generally lacked this distinctive protrusive deformation, in agreement with \[[@pone.0129522.ref043]\]. Instead, the beads were taken up in a more straightforward manner, starting with the formation of a comparatively thin phagocytic cup that advanced along the bead surface without displacing the bead outwards.

In summary, *C*. *posadasii* elicited one of the strongest responses during close encounters with human neutrophils. This response was similar in strength to neutrophil interactions with *C*. *albicans* cells and zymosan particles, but it clearly outperformed the neutrophil responses to *C*. *neoformans*, *A*. *fumigatus*, and *R*. *oryzae*. This surprising outcome contrasts with the currently accepted paradigm of the importance of neutrophils for protection against aspergillosis and mucormycosis. Furthermore, the similarities between neutrophil interactions with *C*. *posadasii* endospores and with zymosan particles encompassed not only the strengths of chemotaxis, adhesion, and phagocytosis, but also extended to the time-dependent neutrophil morphology during the engulfment of these targets. The fact that our discriminatory assays were unable to distinguish the neutrophil responses to these two target types, while revealing clear differences to cell interactions with antibody-coated beads, leads us to speculate that human neutrophils recognize similar immunogenic features on the surfaces of zymosan and *C*. *posadasii*.

Comparison of neutrophils from healthy donors and patients with chronic coccidioidomycosis {#sec008}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In addition to neutrophils from healthy donors, we also examined neutrophils from eight patients suffering from chronic coccidioidomycosis. Having shown that neutrophils from healthy donors responded strongly to *C*. *posadasii* particles, we explored the possibility that abnormalities in neutrophil behavior might be related to the susceptibility of some humans to chronic coccidioidal infection. We used our single-cell/single-target approach to compare the responses of neutrophils from healthy and chronically ill donors to contact with two different targets: *C*. *posadasii* endospores, and antibody-coated beads ([Fig 10](#pone.0129522.g010){ref-type="fig"}).

![Comparison of the behavior of neutrophils from patients with chronic coccidioidomycosis and from healthy donors.\
A. Filmstrips illustrate the responses of neutrophils from the two donor groups to contact with *C*. *posadasii* endospores and antibody-coated beads, respectively (in the presence of autologous serum). All scale bars denote 10 μm. B. Results of the quantitative analysis of the positional trajectories (cf. [Fig 7](#pone.0129522.g007){ref-type="fig"}) of *C*. *posadasii* endospores and antibody-coated beads during phagocytosis by neutrophils from the two donor groups. (Error bars denote standard deviations, and asterisks mark differences that are statistically significant. The number *N* of analyzed single-cell experiments is included in the figure.).](pone.0129522.g010){#pone.0129522.g010}

Neutrophils from coccidioidomycosis patients responded as strongly to *C*. *posadasii* endospores as those from healthy donors. Moreover, the time-dependent morphology of neutrophils during phagocytosis of *C*. *posadasii* endospores was indistinguishable between the two donor groups ([Fig 10](#pone.0129522.g010){ref-type="fig"}). Thus neutrophils from coccidioidomycosis patients appeared to behave normally during encounters with the pathogen that causes the disease.

However, the neutrophils from coccidioidomycosis patients exhibited a distinct behavior in interactions with purely antibody-coated targets. Unlike the control neutrophils, the patient cells formed a noticeable protrusion at the onset of phagocytosis of antibody-coated beads ([Fig 10A](#pone.0129522.g010){ref-type="fig"}). The resulting maximum push-out distances were significantly larger than the push-out generated by the control group ([Fig 10B](#pone.0129522.g010){ref-type="fig"}). The average maximum outward displacement of the beads was 0.56±0.35(SD) μm for neutrophils from patients with chronic coccidioidal infection, in contrast to 0.12±0.14(SD) μm for healthy donors (*p*-value \< 0.0001). A significantly longer engulfment time of antibody-coated beads by neutrophils from patients (*p*-value \< 0.0001) was consistent with the larger push-out distance ([Fig 10B](#pone.0129522.g010){ref-type="fig"}). We also observed a moderate increase in the speed at which patient cells internalized antibody-coated beads (statistically significant with *p*-value of \~0.004).

A similar increase in the push-out distance of antibody-coated beads has been reported for neutrophils from healthy donors after treatment with actin inhibitors (latrunculin A or cytochalasin D) \[[@pone.0129522.ref043]\]. Generally, variations of the push-out distance have been attributed to differences in structural linkages between engaged cell-surface receptors and the cytoskeleton \[[@pone.0129522.ref033], [@pone.0129522.ref042]\]. Because the push-out distances of *C*. *posadasii* endospores did not vary between neutrophils from healthy donors and patients (unlike those of beads), we speculated that the distinct response of patient neutrophils to antibody-coated beads resulted from modulation of the interactions between Fcγ receptors and immobilized IgGs. Using flow cytometry we counted the Fcγ receptors displayed on the surfaces of control and patient neutrophils and found no significant differences, ruling out the possibility that the copy numbers of these receptors might have varied between the two donor groups (data not shown). Therefore, the observed push-out of antibody-coated beads by patient neutrophils suggests that serum IgGs and/or downstream processes might be affected by the chronic infection (and/or the antifungal drug regimens of the patients).

In summary, while the observed differences in the response to antibody-coated beads are difficult to interpret (but serve as an example of the discriminatory power of our single-cell approach), the main outcome of this section is that neutrophils from chronically ill patients do not exhibit detectable abnormalities during encounters with *C*. *posadasii* (by our assays).

Discussion {#sec009}
==========

There are intriguing clinical differences between the immune-cell responses to infections caused by different fungi. For example, neutrophils generally appear to play a larger role in aspergillosis or candidiasis than in coccidioidomycosis or cryptococcosis \[[@pone.0129522.ref055]\]. A detailed understanding of the mechanistic origins of such differences, and of microbial strategies to evade recognition, is an essential prerequisite of informed diagnosis and early treatment of infections. Central to such an understanding are the cause-effect sequences---or mechanisms---by which innate immune cells recognize microbes. The efficiency of this recognition can vary dramatically depending on the host species \[[@pone.0129522.ref029], [@pone.0129522.ref030]\] and on both the type of immune cell as well as the type of microbe \[[@pone.0129522.ref027], [@pone.0129522.ref039]\].

To examine the cause-effect relationships that underlie the recognition of *C*. *posadasii*, we dissect the response of single host cells into separable processes, such as target recognition from a distance (chemotaxis), capture and sustained affixation of target particles (adhesion), engulfment of the particles (phagocytosis), and their \"post-processing\" inside phagosomes. Our experimental approach enables us to inspect---without interference from cell-substrate interactions---the time courses of chemotaxis, adhesion, and phagocytosis, as well as their interplay, for individual pairs of cell and target in unprecedented detail. On the other hand, because our approach is less suited to study comparatively slow post-processing functions, the present analysis does not address the phagosomal biochemistry, bearing in mind though that a fraction of *C*. *posadasii* particles seem to be able to survive, or might even benefit from, internalization by immune cells \[[@pone.0129522.ref018], [@pone.0129522.ref020], [@pone.0129522.ref022], [@pone.0129522.ref056], [@pone.0129522.ref057]\].

Our results leave little doubt that under the used conditions, human neutrophils typically are well able to recognize and attack the surfaces of opsonized *C*. *posadasii* endospores and spherules from a short distance and upon contact. Moreover, the principal neutrophil behavior was similar during encounters with these two types of *C*. *posadasii* particle. Although the cell response to *C*. *posadasii* spherules exhibited distinct morphological features (such as wider chemotactic pseudopods, or thinly spread cell shapes during frustrated phagocytosis), these variations can satisfactorily be explained by the much larger size of the spherules and do not require the invocation of qualitatively different biochemical recognition paths. Further, the response of neutrophils from patients with chronic coccidioidomycosis to *C*. *posadasii* endospores was not significantly compromised or enhanced in comparison with the response of neutrophils from healthy donors.

Our results on the straightforward recognition of *C*. *posadasii* spherules by human neutrophils conflict with an earlier bulk study \[[@pone.0129522.ref022]\] that reported a low number of attachments between neutrophils and spherules. We note though that this low number was not necessarily due to a lack of recognition but could have several alternative explanations. For example, we have demonstrated in Figs [5](#pone.0129522.g005){ref-type="fig"} and [6](#pone.0129522.g006){ref-type="fig"} how a strong neutrophil response leads to frustrated phagocytosis of *C*. *posadasii* spherules by neutrophils within a few minutes. In this situation, the spread-out cells are under unusually high stress, as manifested by the enormous increase of their surface area as well as the elevated cortical tension ([Fig 8](#pone.0129522.g008){ref-type="fig"}). Such stress is likely to accelerate neutrophil lysis, which might explain the low number of (remaining) neutrophils observed in contact with spherules after a 3-hour cell-target incubation period \[[@pone.0129522.ref022]\]. Furthermore, a shaker (as used in the earlier study) might not provide optimal mixing of neutrophils and the much heavier spherules, thus affecting the frequency of cell-target encounters and biasing recognition.

Our integrative study underscores the physiological significance of chemotaxis and adhesion, both of which have long been overshadowed by a predominant focus on phagocytosis and killing of microbes. Such an imbalance seems hardly justified if one recalls that complement plays a key role in fungal recognition \[[@pone.0129522.ref049]\], and that the main functions of complement during this recognition are *(i)* the recruitment of immune cells by chemotaxis \[[@pone.0129522.ref058]\], and *(ii)* the sustainment of cell-target adhesion \[[@pone.0129522.ref059]\]. Indeed, extracts from different *C*. *immitis* phases were found to induce serum-dependent chemotactic activity in neutrophils \[[@pone.0129522.ref060]\]. Our results ([Fig 3](#pone.0129522.g003){ref-type="fig"}) provide the first direct evidence that both intact endospores as well as intact spherules elicit chemotaxis by nearby neutrophils. This chemotaxis is suppressed in the absence of serum or in the presence of heat-treated serum, implying that it is indeed mediated by complement.

The strong response of human neutrophils to close encounters with *C*. *posadasii* prompted us to conduct a series of comparative experiments with other fungal pathogens, i.e., *C*. *albicans*, *C*. *neoformans*, *A*. *fumigatus*, and *R*. *oryzae*, as well as with zymosan and IgG-coated beads. The results clearly demonstrated that fungal recognition does not follow a single mechanistic route. Furthermore, during all inspected stages of target recognition, the human neutrophil response to *C*. *posadasii* was one of the strongest observed antifungal responses, incongruent with the low neutrophil involvement in clinical manifestations of coccidioidomycosis. This baffling discrepancy shows that the aptitude of neutrophils to recognize nearby microbes cannot be taken as a predictor of the cells\' actual involvement in the respective host responses to infection. We hence conclude that it is the *facilitation* of close encounters between cells and targets through mobilization and recruitment of neutrophils that plays a decisive role in determining the ultimate extent of neutrophil involvement in interactions with infectious fungi.

The juxtaposition of vigorous chemotaxis of neutrophils toward coccidioidal surfaces versus the lack of neutrophil mobilization in coccidioidomycosis thus elucidates a fundamental paradigm of the recognition of microbes, i.e., that intact immunotaxis comprises an intricate spatiotemporal hierarchy of distinct chemotactic processes. We established above that the particular chemotactic process shown in [Fig 3](#pone.0129522.g003){ref-type="fig"} is complement-mediated and short-range. Chemoattractant anaphylatoxins like complement fragment C5a, once produced at microbial surfaces and released, are quickly metabolized by serum-based carboxypeptidases, and thus cannot recruit neutrophils over long distances. Our chemotaxis measurements determined that the range of this form of recruitment indeed extended only over \~1--2 cell diameters. Therefore, long-range mobilization and recruitment of innate immune cells require the production of cytokines by host cells that respond early to an infection. Why then should there be a need for complement-mediated chemotaxis at all? This question touches upon a long-overlooked mechanistic dilemma of cytokine-guided chemotaxis: newly recruited immune cells must be able to locate the pathogen itself rather than the host cells that produce cytokines. The mechanism of the short-range \"redirection\" of immune cells toward the actual pathogen employs the exquisite sensitivity of immune cells to anaphylatoxins produced at nearby microbial surfaces.

It seems unlikely that the remarkable similarity between the time-dependent neutrophil morphologies during interactions with *C*. *posadasii* endospores and zymosan particles is coincidental. Instead, we speculate that this phenotypic similarity reflects closely related, if not identical, mechanisms governing the early biochemical recognition of these fungal surfaces. Therefore, it seems sensible to draw parallels between the better-studied neutrophil response to zymosan and the recognition of *C*. *posadasii*. For example, the formation of chemotactic pseudopods toward zymosan in the presence of serum (such as in [Fig 9](#pone.0129522.g009){ref-type="fig"}) is primarily mediated by the anaphylatoxin C5a (unpublished data). It thus stands to reason that production of C5a at the surface of *C*. *posadasii* endospores and spherules is also the main cause of short-range neutrophil chemotaxis toward *C*. *posadasii* (as documented in Figs [3](#pone.0129522.g003){ref-type="fig"} and [9](#pone.0129522.g009){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@pone.0129522.ref058]\]. Likewise, it seems reasonable to assume that similar ligand landscapes decorate the surfaces of serum-opsonized zymosan and *C*. *posadasii*, eliciting a common neutrophil response to direct contact with these targets. Human neutrophils lack the mannose receptor \[[@pone.0129522.ref061]\], and their expression level of the β-glucan receptor dectin-1 is too low to contribute significantly to the recognition of fungal targets \[[@pone.0129522.ref062]\] (in contrast to the importance of dectin-1 for the effective recognition of *C*. *posadasii* in mice \[[@pone.0129522.ref063]--[@pone.0129522.ref065]\]). In fact, it has been shown that quiescent human neutrophils do not constitutively express significant amounts of active surface receptors capable of recognizing unopsonized zymosan (unpublished data). Control experiments with unopsonized *C*. *posadasii* endospores and spherules confirmed that the same holds true for the bare surface of *C*. *posadasii* particles. Thus there can be little doubt that the initial recognition of *C*. *posadasii* by passive human neutrophils requires opsonins. Under physiological-like conditions, zymosan indeed has been shown to be densely coated with both C3b and IgG, and its recognition by neutrophils was found to be mediated primarily by the concerted action of complement receptor 3 (CR3, or Mac-1) and Fcγ receptors \[[@pone.0129522.ref034], [@pone.0129522.ref059]\]. Based on our above comparison, similar biochemical interactions are likely to dominate the recognition of *C*. *posadasii* particles upon contact.

Conclusions {#sec010}
===========

A successful innate immune-cell defense against coccidioidal infection encompasses an elaborate sequence of cross-disciplinary processes. Each ineffectual step in this sequence raises the survival chances of the pathogen. There is evidence that a fraction of *Coccidioides* arthroconidia and endospores can endure the harsh phagolysosomal environment, which probably explains the relatively slow clearance of coccidioidal infection by healthy individuals. (In fact, *Coccidioides* is known to be able to persist indefinitely in a latent form that can be reactivated following host immunosuppression \[[@pone.0129522.ref066], [@pone.0129522.ref067]\].) However, the mechanisms by which immune cells recognize *Coccidioides* in the first place remain poorly understood and have been the focus of this paper. We investigated these mechanisms by mimicking, visualizing, and analyzing one-on-one encounters between initially quiescent human neutrophils (from healthy donors and coccidioidomycosis patients) and *C*. *posadasii* endospores and spherules as well as other fungi and model pathogens. Based on dual-micropipette manipulation, we designed single-cell experiments that allowed us to separately assess the roles of chemotaxis, adhesion, and phagocytosis in neutrophil interactions with *C*. *posadasii* and other targets.

This integrative approach revealed that the human neutrophil responses to *C*. *posadasii*, *C*. *albicans*, and zymosan are alike and are much stronger than the responses to *A*. *fumigatus*, *R*. *oryzae*, and *C*. *neoformans*. There also are clear differences between the time-dependent behaviors of neutrophils encountering *C*. *posadasii* particles and purely antibody-coated microspheres. These and other observations highlight the critical role of complement (in cooperation with IgGs) in the initial short-range recognition of *C*. *posadasii* particles by human neutrophils.

Somewhat unexpectedly, the neutrophil responses during close encounters with various fungi do not necessarily correlate with the clinical involvement of neutrophils in the respective fungal infections. This led us to conclude that the long-range mobilization of neutrophils via cytokines determines the overall degree of neutrophil involvement in the host defense against infections, whereas a primary and vital function of complement-mediated, short-range chemotaxis is to guide immune cells toward nearby microbial surfaces. In view of the vigorous response of neutrophils to close encounters with *C*. *posadasii* particles, we speculate that avoidance of long-range neutrophil recruitment is a key evasive strategy of *C*. *posadasii*. Intriguingly, this speculation hints at the possibility of novel immuno-therapeutic strategies that might hold promise in battling coccidioidal and other infections in the future. One important milestone in the pursuit of such strategies is our evidence that neutrophils recognize not only endospores but also spherules of the fungus, in contrast to earlier reports \[[@pone.0129522.ref022]\].

Materials and Methods {#sec011}
=====================

Ethics statement {#sec012}
----------------

Written informed consent was obtained from all subjects. The Institutional Review Board of the University of California Davis approved the protocol covering this study.

Human neutrophil isolation {#sec013}
--------------------------

Neutrophils were isolated from heparinized blood of healthy donors as described previously \[[@pone.0129522.ref032], [@pone.0129522.ref043]\]. Whole blood (5 mL) was placed on top of 4 mL PMN separation medium (Matrix/Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) and centrifuged at 700 g for 30 min to separate polymorphonuclear cells from peripheral blood mononuclear cells. To remove remaining platelets, the recovered polymorphonuclear cell fraction was washed at 200 g for 10 min in Hanks' balanced salt solution (HBSS, without calcium or magnesium; Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) containing 0.1% human serum albumin (HSA; Gemini, Sacramento, CA, USA). Finally, the cells were re-suspended in HBSS (without HSA) until use. Typically \~90% of recovered polymorphonuclear cells were neutrophils (as judged by optical microscopy).

Preparation of fungal and model targets {#sec014}
---------------------------------------

As detailed below, the five fungal target species tested in this study were grown in routine laboratory media following specific protocols that are suitable and broadly used for the respective species. For example, the maintenance of *Coccidioides* spp. in the spherule/endospore stage requires strict control over both temperature and media conditions (growth in Converse broth media). Growth of molds such as *Aspergillus fumigatus* or *Rhizopus oryzae* in Converse media does not result in conidia for examination, but only mold forms. It is important to bear in mind that different media can result in different growth characteristics, which could have an effect on our quantitative assessment of the behavior of these fungi. However, we do not expect the differences in growth conditions to qualitatively alter the binary outcomes of our tests on whether or not the fungal particles are recognized by human neutrophils.

### *Coccidioides posadasii* particles {#sec015}

Spherule-endospore (SE) cultures were prepared as previously described using the *C*. *posadasii* strain Silveira \[[@pone.0129522.ref068]\]. All work with potentially viable *C*. *posadasii* forms was performed under biosafety-level-3 conditions. In brief, stock cultures were maintained on 2XGYE agar slants at room temperature. For growth to the SE phase, arthroconidia were harvested from 4-week-old cultures by the spin bar technique of Sun and Huppert \[[@pone.0129522.ref015]\] and inoculated into 500 mL of modified Converse medium supplemented with 0.05% NZ-Amine (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) \[[@pone.0129522.ref069]\]. Cultures were incubated at 38°C, and 160 rpm, for up to 120 hours. Different morphogenic stages of the parasitic cycle were harvested by isolation at various times in their development and centrifugation conditions as previously described \[[@pone.0129522.ref070]\].

For single-cell experiments, spherules and endospores harvested at different time points were inactivated with thimerosal (1:10,000 final concentration), washed with endotoxin-free Cellgro PBS, pH 7.4 (Mediatech, Herndon, VA, USA), and stored at 4°C in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) + thimerosal (1:10,000 concentration) until use \[[@pone.0129522.ref068]\].

### *Candida albicans* cells {#sec016}

*C*. *albicans* was grown on Sabouraud dextrose agar plates (changed weekly) in an oven at 37°C.

### *Cryptococcus neoformans* cells {#sec017}

*C*. *neoformans* (strain H99) was grown in YPD broth in a shaker water bath at 35°C with continuous moderate oscillation. Yeast suspensions were harvested at 24 hours and washed twice with 1X Phosphate Buffered Saline (Life Technologies, Grand Island, NY, USA).

### *Aspergillus fumigatus* conidia {#sec018}

*A*. *fumigatus* (ATCC 204304) was grown on YPD agar slants in an incubator at 35°C until the formation of conidia (approximately 48 hours). Conidia were harvested by overlaying the slant with sterile media (RPMI 1640, with L-glutamine, without sodium bicarbonate, MP Biomedicals, Solon, OH, USA) containing 0.01% TWEEN 20 (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA). A conidium suspension was prepared by gently probing the colonies with the tip of a transfer pipette. After allowing large particles to settle for 3 to 5 minutes, the suspension was washed twice with media.

### *Rhizopus oryzae* conidia {#sec019}

*R*. *oryzae* (ATCC 10404) was grown on YPD agar slants in an incubator at 35°C until the formation of conidia (approximately 72--96 hours), which were then harvested as described above for *A*. *fumigatus* conidia.

### Zymosan particles {#sec020}

Stock zymosan particles (Sigma-Aldrich) were suspended in phosphate buffered saline (PBS; USB Corp., Cleveland, OH) at 2--10 mg/mL, boiled in a water bath for 30 min and centrifuged for 10 min at 400 g. The pellet was resuspended in PBS, and the boiling and washing steps were repeated twice more. Zymosan particles were stored at 4°C with 20 μM sodium azide until use.

### Antibody-coated beads {#sec021}

Polystyrene microspheres were opsonized with antibody as described previously \[[@pone.0129522.ref032]\]. In short, 3 μm (nominal diameter) beads (Duke Scientific/Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) were incubated overnight at 4°C in PBS containing 10 mg/mL bovine serum albumin (BSA; Sigma-Aldrich). After three washes in PBS without BSA, the beads were incubated at room temperature with rabbit polyclonal anti-BSA antibody (Sigma-Aldrich) for 1 h. The beads were then washed three more times and re-suspended in PBS for storage at 4°C.

Experiment chamber and micropipette manipulation {#sec022}
------------------------------------------------

The preparation of micropipettes and of the experimental chamber were described in detail in previous publications \[[@pone.0129522.ref032], [@pone.0129522.ref038]\]. In short, micropipettes with an evenly broken, cylindrical tip of the desired inner diameter (here: \~2--3 μm) were routinely produced before each experiment. Each pipette was mounted on a motorized 3-axis manipulator. Custom-written software allowed us to control both pipettes with a single game joystick.

The experiment chamber was created by trapping buffer solution (HBSS with calcium and magnesium, usually supplemented with 10% autologous serum) between two horizontal microscope coverslips (cf. [Fig 2A](#pone.0129522.g002){ref-type="fig"}). To ensure quiescence of isolated neutrophils in the chamber, the bottom coverslip was passivated by covalent attachment of 2-\[methoxy (polyethyleneoxy) propyl\] trichlorosilane (PEG-silane, Gelest, Morrisville, PA) as described previously \[[@pone.0129522.ref041]\]. The pipettes accessed the interior of this chamber through its two open sides. Vertically movable water reservoirs controlled the pipette-aspiration pressure. The pressure of the cell-holding pipette was monitored in real time by measuring the height difference between the reservoir connected to the pipette and a pre-zeroed reference reservoir.

For phagocytosis experiments, a small volume of cell suspension (\~5 μL) was introduced into the experiment chamber containing HBSS with calcium and magnesium with 10% autologous serum that had been heat-treated (\~52--56°C for 45 min) and filtered. The preparation of chemotaxis experiments was similar, except that the chamber buffer contained normal (untreated) autologous serum.

Single-live-cell/single-target experiments {#sec023}
------------------------------------------

All single-cell experiments were carried out at room temperature on a Zeiss AxioObserver inverted microscope (63× objectives with NA of 0.8 or 0.75). Small volumes of fungal particles or antibody-coated beads (\"targets\") were added to the cell suspension in the experiment chamber. For chemotaxis experiments, individual target particles and quiescent neutrophils were selected, aspirated with gentle pressure at the tips of opposing micropipettes, lifted above the chamber bottom, and positioned at the desired distance from each other (2.5--10 μm). After 1--2 min, or when a forming pseudopod reached a length of ≥2 μm, the target was relocated to a different position. For phagocytosis experiments, the approach was similar, but the target was immediately brought into gentle contact with the surface of the aspirated cell. Once adhesion occurred (usually immediately), the target was released from its pipette. In control experiments using BSA-coated beads (without antibody), no adhesion or phagocytosis was observed.

RM-series GigE Vision video cameras (JAI Inc.), Validyne pressure transducers (Validyne Engineering Corp.), and custom-written software were used to record video images of the chemotactic or phagocytic cell responses along with the pipette-aspiration pressure to computer hard disk at adjustable time intervals.

Another custom-written software application facilitated the later analysis of the recorded images, including the measurement of the target position (illustrated in [Fig 7](#pone.0129522.g007){ref-type="fig"}) and of the cell-projection length in the pipette. If needed, the cell-surface area and cortical tension were determined as described previously \[[@pone.0129522.ref043]\]. The size of the base of chemotactic pseudopods was estimated by measuring the width of this base in images such as shown in [Fig 3](#pone.0129522.g003){ref-type="fig"}. Assuming a circular cross section of the pseudopod base, the cross-sectional area was calculated. We report the size of the pseudopod base as a fraction of the original cell-surface area of the neutrophil, where the latter was determined by approximating the shape of the initially resting cell as a sphere.

Cell staining {#sec024}
-------------

Samples of blood cells (after neutrophil enrichment, [Fig 1](#pone.0129522.g001){ref-type="fig"}, and after incubation with *C*. *posadasii* spherules, [Fig 6](#pone.0129522.g006){ref-type="fig"}) were fixed with formalin, deposited onto microscope slides by cyto-centrifugation (StatSpin CytoFuge, Iris Sample Processing, Inc., Westwood, MA), and stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E stain).

Statistical analysis {#sec025}
--------------------

Where indicated, significance of the difference between means was established by ANOVA using JMP (SAS Institute Inc.) or Origin software (OriginLab Corp., Northampton, MA). Only two-sample comparisons of means were performed in this study, in which case ANOVA is equivalent to a two-sample t-test.

Supporting Information {#sec026}
======================

###### Pure chemotaxis of human neutrophils to endospores of *Coccidioides posadasii*.

This video combines 3 examples of chemotaxis experiments (in the presence of untreated, autologous serum) in which a neutrophil sensed the presence and location of a *C*. *posadasii* endospore from a distance, before making physical contact with the fungus. The cell was held above the chamber bottom at the tip of a micropipette by gentle suction, allowing us to assess its chemotactic behavior without interference from cell-substrate interactions. The experiments demonstrate the aptitude of neutrophils to act as a highly sensitive biosensor of otherwise hard-to-detect, minuscule amounts of chemoattractants, such as the anaphylatoxin C5a. The endospore was eventually handed over to the neutrophil, resulting in firm adhesion and quick phagocytosis. (All 3 videos are sped up about 90 times.)

(MOV)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Phagocytosis of *C*. *posadasii* endospores by human neutrophils.

This video combines 3 movies of phagocytosis experiments in which a *C*. *posadasii* endospore was brought into contact with a pipette-held neutrophil and released (in the presence of heat-treated, autologous serum). Brief cell-target contact sufficed to establish adhesion and initiate phagocytosis. At the onset of target uptake, all neutrophils formed a protrusive \"pedestal\" that at first displaced the endospore outwards (i.e., away from the main cell body), which we have identified as a distinctive, target-specific morphological feature of neutrophil interaction with fungal particles (in heat-treated serum). (All 3 videos are sped up about 90 times.)

(MOV)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Frustrated phagocytosis of an immature *C*. *posadasii* spherule by a human neutrophil.

After first verifying that chemotaxis was impaired by heat treatment of the used serum, the immature spherule was brought into contact with the neutrophil, leading to quick recognition, firm adhesion, and frustrated phagocytosis. (The video is sped up about 90 times. The whole experiment took \~48 minutes.)

(MOV)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Frustrated phagocytosis of a mature *C*. *posadasii* spherule by a human neutrophil.

After first verifying that chemotaxis was impaired by heat treatment of the used serum, the mature spherule was brought into contact with the neutrophil, leading to quick recognition, firm adhesion, and frustrated phagocytosis. (The video is sped up about 90 times. The whole experiment took \~40 minutes.)

(MOV)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Frustrated phagocytosis of an immature *C*. *posadasii* spherule by two human neutrophils.

Shortly after an immature spherule was manipulated into contact with a first neutrophil, a second neutrophil touched and adhered to the spherule by chance. Both cells proceeded to spread over the spherule surface as much as possible. (The video is sped up about 150 times. The experiment took \~21 minutes.)

(MOV)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Frustrated phagocytosis of a mature *C*. *posadasii* spherule by three human neutrophils.

Using micropipettes, three neutrophils were sequentially brought into contact with the same spherule and proceed to attack it. (The video is sped up about 90 times. The experiment took \~14 minutes.)

(MOV)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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